
TESLA TURBINE

The Tesla turbine is a bladeless centripetal flow turbine patented by Nikola Tesla in It is referred to as a bladeless
turbine. The Tesla turbine is also known.

We are choked by economic slavery to the special interests groups who desire to keep us struggling to survive.
It can work the other way round, if it gets powered it can act as a more efficient pump. B The initial flow of
fluid is tangential to the disks. It would be nice to see my dream technologies become realities before I croak. I
seriously wonder if he realized this also and made such a design as I mention, we just never got to learn about
it. Tesla was denied a patent for a transmission he designed using his pump and turbine. That's because most
people think of a turbine as a shaft with blades -- like fan blades -- attached to it. Since those discs are flat, the
turbine does not operate as a conventional pump, and it needs multiple drives to function. The good news is
that it can be adapted to various applications. Ruban, eds. Since the rotor has no projections, it is very sturdy.
In the motor, on the contrary, the first named pressure, being opposed to that of the supply, reduces the
effective head and the velocity of radial flow towards the center. Smooth rotor disks were originally proposed,
but these gave poor starting torque. The amount of slowing down decreases from layer to layer, so the layers
closer to the plate are slower than those directly in between the two plates. C The direction of the fluid spirals
towards the center in between two disks and exits through the central vent holes central vent holes not
pictured. This invention utilizes a combination of the concepts of a smooth runner surface for working fluid
frictional contact and that of blades projecting axially from plural transverse runner faces. Unfortunately, some
of the engineers present at the trial claimed it was a failure after not understanding the invention, and major
electric companies of the time had already invested heavily in bladed turbines. The fins can also cause a very
large resistance. Nikola Tesla made a final attempt to sell his invention after commissioning three turbines
from the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company. Additionally, the turbine can be used for a variety of fluids
without extensive damage to the disks. Why hasn't it become as ubiquitous as Tesla's other masterpiece, AC
power transmission? These compression plates deal with the low torque problem Tesla's design has. This is a
dynamic environment and these speeds reach these values over time delta and not instantly. If u add fins it
would be called "tesla's fan pump" whcih ,1, isnt right, 2nd, it doesnt work the same way, 3rd -its a whole lot
louder then the actually turbine speed. Point is made. So if the drive shaft turbine is connected to a pulley or
gear that is 1. Won't happen. Too heavy a load increases the slip in the turbine and lowers the efficiency; with
too light a load, little power is delivered to the output, which also decreases efficiency to zero at idle.


